Suppose that M is a manifold, modeled on a Banach space X. For each subset S of M, we will define a cotype, which will be a nonnegative integer or <». The larger cotype 5, the smaller 5. The theory of cotypes will permit us to distinguish sizes of large subsets of M.
Introduction.
Suppose that M is a manifold, modeled on a Banach space X. For each subset S of M, we will define a cotype, which will be a nonnegative integer or <». The larger cotype 5, the smaller 5. The theory of cotypes will permit us to distinguish sizes of large subsets of M.
Cotype is a generalization of Baire category. Just as Baire's theory is based on sets whose closure contains no sphere, the theory of cotypes is based on sets whose closure contains no diffeomorph of a coball in «X" of specified codimension. We use the words diffeomorphism and diffeomorph in the following sense: 0 is a C*-diffeomorphism of M into a manifold N (modeled on a Banach space Y) iff 0 is a bijective map, C q in both directions, whose domain is open in M and whose range is open in N. If <t> exists, then X and Y must be isomorphic. If a special term is desired, <t> may be called a full diffeomorphism.
As an application, we cite a theorem on the cotype of the image of the critical set of a Fredholm map of negative index. The theorem is suggested by and is close to one of Smale's.
The definition of cotype will be relative to a differentiability class C q . The reader may wish to take q = 1 throughout. It is quite possible that cotype is independent of q, for q^ 1. That is, if M is a C«-manifold, gal, modeled on X, and if S CM, then cotype S may be unchanged if we increase q by changing the atlas of M. This is likely to be the case, if X is finite dimensional [4] . Our theory is directed, however, towards infinite dimensional manifolds. Cotype for q = 0 may be different from cotype for q = 1.
2.
Cotype. Let M be a C«-manifold, with countable basis, modeled on a Banach space X of more than one point, with or without boundary.
By a set y r QM t we shall always mean a diffeomorph of an r-coball, r = 0, 1, • • • . That is, yr = *r r , where </> is a C ff -diffeomorphism of X into M> and T r is an r-coball, that is, the diametral section of a ball in X with center 0, by a linear subspace of codimension r. Thus, cotype S = r, 1 =>< oo, iff S is the countable union of sets whose separate closures contain no set y r -\ and, furthermore, whenever S is written as a countable union of sets, at least one of the latter has a closure which contains a set y r -And cotype S = 0 iff S is not meager. And cotype S= oo iff, for each r è 1, S may be written as the countable union, possibly depending on r, of sets whose separate closures contain no set Y r -i.
Also, cotype 0 = oo,
A countable union of sets of cotype^r is itself of cotype ^r; and if one of the sets is of cotype r, then so is the union. Hence a set of cotype r< oo is not the countable union of sets of cotype }£r+l.
Cotype S, as now defined, is greater than or equal to r iff cotype S^r, as earlier defined. PROOF. By the invariance of cotype under diffeomorphism, it is sufficient to show that cotype T r = r, where T r is an r-coball in X. Now cot Tr^r. This is certainly true for r = 0. Take r>0. Assume, as will be absurd, that l\07r-i. Then by shrinkage T r contains (a different) 7 r -i. Let r r _i be an (r -l)-coball which contains T r . Then r r and hence 7,-i are meager in T r _i. On the other hand, 7 r -i =0r r _i, where 0 is a diffeomorphism of X to X. And 0 restricted to T r _i is a diffeomorphism on r r _i into T r _i, because the inverse function theorem assures that 0 as restricted is an open map. Hence y r -\ contains an interior point in r r _i and cannot be meager in T r _i. Hence cot Tr^r.
Hence cotype T r ^ r. Finally, suppose that r r = U s,.
/*=1,2,-• •
We shall show that for some /x, S^Z)7r-Now r r = i?fYR r , where B is a ball in X and R r is a subspace of X of codimension r. Baire's theorem for the space R r implies that for some /*, S» contains a ball in R r , which is an r-coball in X. Hence it is impossible that cotype T r èr+1. Hence cotype r r = r. Frank Quinn has constructed a theory of conullity which, like the theory of cotypes, distinguishes large subsets of manifolds [personal communication ].
3. Fredholm maps. Suppose that M and N are C*-manifolds, <Zs=l, with or without boundaries, with countable bases, modeled on Banach spaces X and F, respectively. Let/: M-+N be a C a -map of M into N. We say that x£M is a critical point of ƒ if the tangent map Df (x) : X-» F is neither injective nor onjective (surjective). Let A denote the set of critical points of/.
Kupka [3] has shown that the critical image f A need not be small compared to the entire image ƒM, if M is infinite dimensional, even if q -00 ; cf.
[l] also. Thus an additional hypothesis on ƒ is needed to assure a conclusion that f A is small. One such hypothesis, introduced by Smale, is that ƒ be a Fredholm map [2] , [S] . As the index of a Fredholm map is locally constant, the index will be constant on any connected component of the domain. Thus a condition that the index of a Fredholm map be constant is not burdensome: a Fredholm map can be decomposed into maps for each of which the index is constant.
SM ALE'S THEOREM [10], If f is a Fredholm map of constant index i and ifq^i+1, then f A is meager in N. And f M is nonmeager t if Mj&A and i^O; whereas f M is meager if i<0.
The theory of cotypes permits one to establish the following theorem, useful in the case of negative index. A second proof of the theorem, due to a referee, deduces it from Smale's theorem for the case of index 0, by local projections. The method of projections, however, reveals less of the fine structure of the critical image than does the direct method of the original proof. I am grateful to the referee for pointing out that the theory of cotypes applies to Banach manifolds rather than merely to Hubert manifolds as in my original paper.
A third proof of the theorem deduces it from an unpublished theorem of F. Quinn's, in which the map is allowed to be sigmaproper, left Fredholm [ô] , and the critical image is shown to be of suitable conullity.
